ANNOUNCEMENT

PRESENT ARE:

- Mr. Anders Levinsen, UNHCR
- Captain Saimon Elis, UNPROFOR - U.K.
- Friar Anto Tomas
- Mr. Omer efendija Mestrovac
- Mr. Sefkija Djidic, Armed Forces of Vitez
- Mr. Sulejman Kalco, Armed Forces of Vitez
- Mr. Pero Skopljak, HVO
- Mr. Ivan Santic, HVO
- Mr. Mario Cerkez, the HVO Headquarters

announce as follows:

1. Remove all barricades, which are still left, in THE MUNICIPALITY OF VITEZ and firstly, in Kruscica and at the crossing towards Zenica. Armed Formations are also not permitted to stay too long at all communication points. Joint control in the field, shall perform the HVO Commanders and the Commanders of the Armed Forces of Vitez in the presence of UNPROFOR, Representatives of the Church and the Islamic Religious Community. Deadline is today, till 6 p.m.

2. Remove all heavy weapons from the closer area of Vitez and dislocate it to the previous positions. Deadline is today, till 6 p.m.

3. After the break of a blockade of the Regional HVO Headquarters in Kruscica, the prisoners, who are in the motel "LOVAC", shall be released. The Armed Force Commander guarantees that the blockades shall not be afterwards raised again.
4. The HVO Commander pledged himself to consult the HVO Commander for the Central Bosnia for the mixed Commission of the HVO and the Armed Forces to be formed and which would determine the consequence of the yesterday's conflict at the "PLAVAC" hotel.

5. After the raise of a blockade of all communications in Vitez and de-blockade of the Regional HVO Headquarters, the Rear Command of the Armed Forces captured by the HVO Forces today, shall be released.

The eight of above listed Representatives signed the document.